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Extra Special
Caorunn Gin &
Orange Smoked
Salmon

Introduction

{Breakfast}
Sourced from waters off the West Coast and
Isles of Scotland, this salmon is traditionally
hung and smoked over Oak and Applewood for
15 hours, before being infused with Spey side
Caorunn gin, highland heather honey, orange
and juniper berries.

shop for all things festive. I’m delighted with the range
of quality foods we’re launching this Christmas and I’m
sure you will love them too.

Gail Paddy

Merry Christmas!

{Senior Director
Product Development}

Mark Richmond
Christmas is the perfect time for getting loved ones
together and celebrating with delicious food and drink.
With this in mind, our product managers have pulled
out all the stops to ensure your festive feasts dazzle.
We continue to source the finest quality ingredients,
whilst revamping production methods and carrying
out rigorous taste tests to ensure that the traditional
favourites are set to be an even bigger hit amongst the
family this year. Take our Extra Special Salmon, which
now goes through a more traditional smoking process
in which the fish is hung and smoked over oak and
apple wood for fifteen hours to intensify the
delectable flavour.
We’re incredibly passionate about delighting our
shoppers with new and exciting products, that’s why
we’ve innovated in those areas where families want a bit
of Extra Special over the festivities. Personally, I’m a big
fan of our Extra Special Sticky Toffee Pudding Melting
Middle Christmas Bombe; handmade in the Lake District
and oozing with creamy caramel, this contemporary
twist on a British classic is a real treat and a great
alternative to the classic Christmas pudding.
Whether it’s your turn to cook the turkey or you’re
hosting the Boxing Day spread, Asda is your one stop

{Head Innovation
Development Chef}

It’s always Christmas in the innovation team at Asda
- we know how important the festive period is to our
customers, so we want to ensure we get everything
just right. In order to continue delivering exciting new
food products to the table come Christmas Day, it’s
paramount that we’re ahead of the latest trends. As
a result, the team and I take regular trips around the
world to explore different cultures and cuisines which
help to inspire our new ranges.
We’ve got some fantastic quality products this year,
from the Extra Special King Prawn & Avocado Terrine
to the Extra Special Roast Beef Rump, Horseradish,
Yorkshire Beef Dripping and Parsley Stuffing. My
personal favourite has to be our Extra Special Mince
Pies, we’ve revamped them this year by using a more
traditional, richer and shorter all butter pastry and
filling them with plump and juicy fruit soaked in just
the right amount of brandy. We’ve given them a simple
homemade look just like mum used to make.
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Extra Special King
Prawn & Avocado
Terrine

{Starter, left page}
Prawn cocktail is a retro classic at
Christmas, though can lack the “wow”
factor on a plate. Our stand out terrine
does the job for you with smoked
salmon layered with avocado, prawn
and marie rose mousse, finished with
creamy lemon mousse and king prawn
for a delicious modern take on this
traditional starter.

Extra Special Black
Pudding Croquettes

{Starter, right page}
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These tasty croquettes make the
most of the classic black pudding and
apple combination to create a moreish
starter. Encased in crispy breadcrumbs,
delicious black pudding sausage meat is
wrapped around sweet apple and berry
chutney for a comforting start to your
Christmas meal.
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Breaded Cornish Camembert
Rounds served with a Sloe
Gin & Cranberry Dip

{Starter}
Impress your guests by serving this all
butter shortcrust pastry oozing with a rich
and creamy Camembert sauce, perfectly
accompanied with a fruity Sloe gin and
damson dip; the ultimate festive entrée.
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Extra Special Rack of Lamb with
Redcurrant & Mint Butter

{Main}
Our lamb is produced in Wales before being matured on the
bone for three days. This succulent rack of meat is topped
with a fruity and refreshing crust using complimenting
flavours. The redcurrant adds a ‘piquant bite’ which cuts
through the fat whilst the mint injects a hint of freshness and
overall balance to create a masterful centerpiece with style.

Extra Special Corn Fed
Bronze Dry Plucked &
Aged Turkey with Extra
Special Pork Clementine
Orange Stuffing topped
with Bacon Lattice

{Main}
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Our plump free-range birds are hand selected
and reared on a corn rich diet before
being dry plucked and hung for a superbly
succulent and distinct taste. The turkey
is prepared with layers of mouthwatering
oak smoked, dry cured streaky bacon
latticed over the bird and a sweet pork and
clementine stuffing for added flavour.

Extra Special Prosecco
Stuffing Wraps

{Accompaniment}
Instead of a glass of bubbly, why not tuck into
these fruity cranberry parcels for a touch of
fizz. Wrapped in oak smoked bacon, this tasty
stuffing is the perfect combination of salty
and sweet, set to tantalise your taste buds.
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{Extra Special Premier Cru
Champagne Brut}

{Extra Special Douro 2014}

{Extra Special Pouilly Fume}

{Wine Atlas Carmenere}

The perfect Christmas morning treat is our
silver medal award-winning Premier Cru.
Produced from special quality vineyards in
Champagne, it is fresh and elegant yet has
an unmistakable richness from ageing, with
biscuity hints.

The Extra Special Douro 2014 is a rich,
full flavoured red from the Douro Valley in
Portugal. Crafted from hand-picked grapes
to create a densely fruity blend making it
a great match for the meaty Extra Special
Black Pudding Croquettes.

The Extra Special Pouilly Fume is a
classically crisp Loire Sauvignon Blanc with
a delicate, smooth flavour, perfect paired
with Extra Special Lobster Brioche Rolls.

The Wine Atlas Carmenere is the signature
red wine of Chile. This robust and spicy
wine is rich & full-bodied and guaranteed
to impress guests.
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{Wine Atlas Cigales Tempranillo}

{Extra Special Viognier}

The Wine Atlas Cigales Tempranillo
is a vibrant elegant red made from
hand-picked grapes and harvested from
vineyards in the high hills of the region.
Full of dark cherries, cocoa, vanilla and
smooth mature oak, it goes beautifully
with the Extra Special Rack of Lamb with
Redcurrant and Mint Butter.

The Extra Special Viognier is a delightfully
floral and fragrant wine from the
Languedoc region of Southern France.
It has soft peachy fruit flavours with a
hint of spice. A beautiful pairing for the
Breaded Cornish Camembert Rounds
served with a Sloe Gin and Cranberry Dip.

{Extra Special Pinot Noir}

{Extra Special Marques de Portola Cava
Brut Rosado}

{Wine Atlas Feteasca Regala}

The Extra Special Pinot Noir is a smooth
and easy-drinking wine from the El Rosal
vineyard which lies in the Aconcagua
Valley to the North of Santiago. With juicy
raspberry and cherry flavours its perfect
with Extra Special Cheeses and Antipasti.

The Extra Special Marques de Portola Cava
Brut Rosado is a fun way to finish off your
Christmas meal with a touch of fizz. Made
from grapes grown in a particularly good
year it’s a richer style of wine that is fruity
and full-bodied.

There’s a modern vibe to this Romanian
grape with lots of soft, tropical fruit
flavours seasoned with a sassy crispness.
The Wine Atlas Feteasca Regala is crisp
& refreshing, a perfect tipple to get the
party started.
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{Wine Atlas Corbieres}
Wine Atlas Corbieres is a classy, bold red and
a perfect match with Extra Special Treacle
Gammon on Edible Spoons. Rustic and
powerful, this generous, fruit-forward single
estate Corbières from Château de Fournas is
filled with the herby flavours of the region.

Extra Special Beef
with Yorkshire Beef
Dripping Stuffing

{Main}
Make the most of your Christmas feast with this
rich and meaty beef top rump. The delectable
beef is reared in the UK, then matured for 28
days for a lean cut of meat that’s perfect for
roasting. Cooked with Yorkshire beef dripping
and filled with a hot and herby horseradish and
parsley stuffing, this tasty joint is guaranteed
to have guests asking for seconds.
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Extra Special Outdoor
Bred Pork Loin Joint with
Caramelised Bramley Apple,
Yorkshire Black Pudding &
Lovage Stuffing

{Main}
There’s no better match than pork and apple and
this beautifully stuffed and succulent pork loin
won’t disappoint. The tender meat is filled with
sweet caramelised bramley apples, rich black
pudding and herby lovage, for a powerful flavour
combination that will make your mouth water.
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Extra Special Venison
Joint Layered with
Bacon & Christmas
Spices with a
Prosecco & Cranberry
Sauce & Melt in the
Middle Stuffing

{Main, left page}
A stunning meat to take pride of place
at the Christmas table. Farmed at the
Finnebrogue Estate in Northern Ireland
the well cared for venison is delicious,
tender and succulent. Topped with a
delicious pork, blossom honey, bramley
apple and cranberry stuffing, before
being hand finished with a dry cure oak
smoked bacon plait; a great alternative
to the traditional turkey.

Extra Special
Garnish Kit
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{Accompaniment, right page}
Made from British Red Tractor Pork,
these hand finished party pieces include
succulent cocktail sausages and mouth
watering pigs in blankets, making them
the perfect moreish canapés. For a great
accompaniment to Christmas dinner try
the pork, sage and caramelised onion
stuffing which is topped with a sweet
cranberry and herb garnish.
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Extra Special Stuffed
Onion Bauble

{Accompaniment, left page}
Baubles aren’t just for the tree! These
beautifully vibrant mini red onions are
hand peeled and cored then carefully
stuffed with a buttery breadcrumb
mixture of creme fraiche, smoked
pancetta, mature Cheddar cheese and
fresh herbs for a stylish side dish to
treat your guests.

Extra Special Sprout
& Gruyere Bake

{Accompaniment, right page}
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Love them or hate them, it’s not
Christmas without sprouts, though
we’ve put a tasty twist on this
traditional veg and paired with beech
smoked bacon for a tried and tested
flavour favourite. Smothered in a
creamy garlic and emmental sauce, this
decadent gratin has been sprinkled with
shaved emmental for a scrumptious
side dish to please even the biggest
sprout hater.
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Extra Special Sticky
Toffee Melt in the
Middle Pudding

{Dessert}
This kid friendly dessert is a great
replacement for the traditional pud. The
moist sticky toffee sponge is enriched
with softened dates and has a melting
caramel centre for a sweet and sticky
treat. Coated in a Belgian chocolate
ganache and decorated with gold rolled
chocolate-coated honeycomb pieces to
finish, it is the dessert of dreams!
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Extra Special Belgian
White Chocolate &
Raspberry Snowflake
Dessert

{Dessert}
This beautifully light dessert combines
raspberry and white chocolate in a snow
flake shape making it the perfect Christmas
centrepiece for all the family. Filled with
fluffy white Belgian chocolate mousse
and sweet raspberry compote pockets, all
on top of a crunchy white chocolate and
honeycomb base.
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Extra Special
Mince Pies

{Dessert}
Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas
without mince pies and this luxury
festive treat is set to taste even
better this year with our newly
revamped recipe. Prepared to
give a rustic, homemade finish,
the golden buttery pastry is
wrapped around a generous filling
of mincemeat and infused with
brandy for an extra special kick.
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Christmas Pudding Smash Cake

{Dessert}
The rule of not playing with your food doesn’t apply to this
chocolaty Christmas cake. Smash the milk chocolate dome on top,
which has been decorated with sugar holly leaves and white and
red marshmallow frosting, to reveal scores of milk chocolate malt
balls and gold star sugar sprinkles. Nestled underneath the dome
is a moist chocolate sponge cake sandwiched and covered with
chocolate frosting for an indulgent end to a Christmas feast.

Extra Special
Panettone & Prosecco
Pudding

{Dessert, left page}
We’ve given this delicious Italian
dessert a makeover with an infusion
of Prosecco to create a rich, moist
Christmas pudding. For a fruity finish,
the pudding is topped with glacé
orange halves and whole cranberries,
then smothered with a golden
cinnamon sauce.

Spiced Winter
Snowflake Cake

{Dessert, right page}
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Whether it’s served to friends at a
festive catch up or as a pudding on the
Christmas table, this lightly spiced cake
with succulent inclusions of mincemeat
and sultanas is a scrumptiously
seasonal treat. Masked with a French
brandy buttercream, this stunner is
hand decorated with delicious white
chocolate decorations and finished with
a sweet silver dusting.
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Extra Special Red
Velvet Yule Log

Free From
Christmas Tree
Shape Cupcake Pack

{Dessert}
‘Yule’ love this hand rolled and
hand finished Yule log, made
using the ever popular red velvet
sponge for a colourful treat on
the Christmas table.
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{Dessert}
Having a food intolerance
needn’t mean missing out on
your favourite treats at Christmas
which is why we’ve developed a
festive free from range, including
these cute iced cupcakes which
you don’t have to resist.
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Kids 3D Novelty Characters

Choose from Cheeky Monkey, Holly Hippo, Mr Cool
and Santa for a chocolate treat this Christmas. These
sweet characters make the perfect Christmas gift for
a chocolate lover.

Cheese &
Antipasti

{Boxing Day, left page}
Our luxurious selection of cheeses
and moreish Italian cured meats make
up the perfect Boxing Day spread.
Combine creamy Extra Special Cornish
Brie, powerful Extra Special Stilton and
classic Extra Special Cheddar with rich
prosciutto, pork and salami for a festive
meaty feast.

Smoked Gammon
with Whisky &
Ginger Glaze

{Boxing Day, right page}
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A stunning centrepiece to feed the
family, this mouthwatering whisky
smoked Gammon has been prepared
using traditional whisky soaked barrel
chips. The smoke gives the meat an
intense rich flavour with the whisky and
ginger glaze delicately caramelising
its top. Hand scored and finished with
a blowtorch, this succulent meat is a
showstopping addition to any Boxing
Day feast.
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Sprout & Cauliflower Baubles
Silver Glitter Star
Sausage Rolls
{Party}
Give your sprouts a tasty twist this year and add a tang of
cheese. Shredded sprouts combined with cream cheese,
Cheddar and Red Leicester then coated in crispy breadcrumb
with dried parsley gives this Christmas vegetable a
flavorsome bite. Serve them on the side with cauliflower
cheese balls - cauliflower pieces combined with Cheddar
and cream cheese, then coated in a crispy breadcrumb with
additional cumin seeds for a fragrant hint.

{Party}
The sausage roll is a favourite at any
festive gathering. This year we’ve given
it the hero treatment it deserves with an
injection of cranberry sauce in the tasty
pork filling and a dusting of glitter on
the buttery, flaky puff pastry.

Extra Special Lobster
Brioche Rolls

Extra Special
Tiered Christmas
Pie Cake

{Party}
For moreish and trendy party food
look no further than these lobster
rolls. These bite size mini brioche rolls
are filled with Canadian lobster in a
traditional creamy, decadent mature
Cheddar and cream thermidor sauce
and finished with a hint of brandy.
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{Party}
Filled with three different flavours
to suit all tastes, these three
handmade pies with rope twist
pastry are perfect for feeding the
family come Boxing Day. If you
haven’t had enough turkey there’s
a turkey, ham and apricot pie,
for cheese lovers’ a stilton and
cranberry pie or the smaller game
pie for those craving something
rich and comforting.
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Extra Special
DIY Kits

{Party, left page}
We’re bringing flavours from around the
world into your kitchen this Christmas
with these delicious DIY kits. Choose
from; Salted Beef in Mini Bagels
Finished with Gherkins, Achari Lamb on
Mini Naans with a Cumin Raita drizzle
and Tinga Chicken in a Taco Cup with a
Sour Cream Drizzle.

Extra Special Kit
with Treacle Gammon
in Edible Spoons

{Party, right page}
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For a canapé guaranteed to give your
Christmas party that extra special
touch, these Treacle Gammon Spoons
are a must. Pulled British slow cured
succulent gammon is served in a black
treacle glaze on rich buttery pastry
shaped spoons and topped with crisp
fried onions for a crunchy bite. This is
sophisticated party food at its best.
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Extra Special Seafood
Shots Selection

{Party}
Prepare a feast with a twist with this
unique selection of party seafood.
Boasting a poached salmon and pea
layered shot topped with poached
salmon; beetroot and lemon mousse
shot topped with Extra Special
smoked salmon Julienne and
clementine pearls and a horseradish
mousse shot with pickled cucumber
jelly, pink peppercorns and topped
with a peppered mackerel flake.
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Introduction

A favourite however has to be Christmas in London
Town, and we cannot wait to dress our trees with
iconic Routemaster buses, Big Ben, and iconic red
telephones box baubles this year.

Julie Varma VP
{Brand Design &
Development}

There are so many luxurious health and beauty gift
sets at amazing prices, wooden toys for the kids and
indulgent Christmas puddings.
Make George at Asda your one stop Christmas shop
this year and you will not be disappointed.

Christmas should be a magical time for the whole
family, that’s why at George, we are committed to
helping our customers make it as exciting and special
as possible.
This is the time when families come together and
celebrate with unique gifts, delicious food and
decorate the house to show loved ones how much
they mean to them.
We know Christmas can be an expensive time of year,
so we spend months carefully planning the very best
seasonal offers, focusing on style, quality and value.
Our festive ranges reflect a multitude of trends, so
whether you are more of a traditionalist or fancy
trying something a bit more kitsch or modern this
year, there is something for everyone.
This season our spirit of adventure sees the George
Home team looking to far flung corners of the globe
for inspiration. From the icy tones of Nordic inspired
minimalism, to opulent jewel tones of the Orient, as
far as Vegas inspired show stopping circus themed
baubles and oversized stars and neon brights.

Lorraine Pryce
{Festive Buying
Manager}

We’re very excited to be launching our second
Christmas collection!
These delightful and enchanting ranges capture the true
magic of Christmas, and will provide you with endless
inspiration to dress your home for the festive season.
This year we have six distinctive trends, Christmas Luxe,
Christmas in London Town, Dark Forest, Frozen Mansion,
Showtime and finally Winter Wilderness. See my trend
notes for each range throughout the lookbook.
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Elegant Merry Christmas

{This page}
For a traditional inspired Christmas look with
an alpine twist, add rich berry reds to brighten
a more demure Christmas setting. Beautiful
knitted throws and luscious faux fur throws in
neutral tones add warmth and comfort.
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Sit Comfortably

{This page}
Choose from the collection of festive mix
and match cushions, add a statement wreath
and mix in your favourite baubles, twinkling
lights and candles.

Yuletide Baking

{This page}
Keep the festive cheer in your kitchen
by introducing sparkly lights and
bold tartan accessories.
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Dine in Style

{This page and right}
Create a striking modern dining experience
with bold tartan and striped dinnerware,
copper cutlery and lantern lights.
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Deck the Halls

{Left page, this and next}
Dress the architecture of your home with
delightful decorations for windows, sills
and shelves.
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Embrace the Winter Chill

{This page}
Add a touch of Christmas luxe into the bedroom
and snuggle up with coloured tartan bedding,
dressed with accent cushions and throws to
create a stylish and inviting space.
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{Advent calendar cushion}

{Nutcracker guard ornament}

{Christmas tree teapot}

{Snowman mug stack}

{Felt mouse decoration}

{Tartan dinnerware 12 piece set}

{Red berry votives set of 3}

{Snowflake gold wine glass}

{Santa mug}

{Woodland animals hanging decorations}

{Tartan duvet set}
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{Christmas bell jar decoration}

{Christmas tree light up decoration}

{Glitter heels decoration}

{LED red lantern}

{Red tartan bauble}

{Woven heart wreath}

{Santa glass decoration}

{Post box decoration}

{Telephone box decoration}

{Santa red mirrored car decoration}

{Cats & dogs hanging decorations set of 4}
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London
Calling

{This page}
Make your tree the envy of
all others this festive season
with the intricately hand
decorated iconic charms
of London – Big Ben, the
famous red bus, phone box
and post box.

{Christmas tree glass decoration}

{Felt London bus decoration}

{Big Ben decoration}
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Urban Enchantment

{This page and right}
Create an alternative Christmas tree, and
decorate with woodland creatures, including
owls, squirrels and stags. Minimal dressing
with maximum impact is elegantly simple for a
modern rustic take on Christmas styling.
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Opulent Lux

{This page}
For the ultimate in glamour, luxurious
black and gold baubles are the height
of sophistication.

{Rabbit bauble}

{Barn candle holder}

{Merry Christmas green bauble}

{Black & gold star hanging decoration}

{Nordic black & gold decoration}

{Peacock feather bauble}

{Bell wooden tree ornament}

{Gold reindeer decoration}

{Black and gold feather decoration}

{Penguin decoration}

{Black glitter stars decoration}

{Gold owl decoration}
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{Gold glitter feather decoration}

{Black feather bauble}

{Wooden tree ornament}

{Green tiled bauble}

{Green glass bottle bauble}

{Owl face bauble}

Winter Blush

{This page}
For a romantic Christmas, softer
tones and antique finishes set the
scene, delicate dusky pinks and blush
tones are mixed with pale golds and
burnished copper.

Precious Golds

{Right page}
Choose from whimsical charms
including crowns, gold slippers,
feathers and the Eiffel tower in
precious golds and silvers. Select
your favourite to frame for a wall
hanging or table piece.

0
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Vintage Glamour

{Left page and this}
Mixing contemporary decorations and
vintage inspired pieces makes for a
beautiful modern table display featuring
your favourite Christmas decorations.
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{Rose gold ballerina decoration}

{Reindeer ornament}

{Eiffel tower decoration}

{Gold glitter bead heart decoration}

{Rose gold masquerade decoration}

{Copper stem martini glass}

{Gold polka dot hanging decoration}

{Copper stem wine glass}

{Angel wings decoration}

{Gold jewel decoration}

{Glitter glass bauble}

{Gold crown decoration}
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{Gold crown ornament}

{Glass egg bauble}

{Gold bird feather decoration}

{Sequin cluster bauble}

{Polka dot paper fold star decoration}

{Rose glitter wreath}

Eclectibles

{Left page, this page and next}
Create fun and playful ways to show
off your favourite baubles, these
delightful unique designs will inspire
the most creative displays.
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{Tapered glitter bauble}

{Multicoloured light bulb hanging
decorations}

{Coloured striped bauble}

{Noel lights}

{Pink glass bauble}

{Confetti light bulb hanging decorations}
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{Small guard decoration}

{Coloured glitter bauble}

{Bauble cluster hanging decorations}

Icy Blues

{Left page and this}
The icy tones of winter are clean
and refreshing with frosted
wreathes, translucent baubles and
candles in blue-and-white hues.
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Silent Night

{This page and right}
Transform your bedroom into a
magical ice haven with warm fleecy
polar bedding, sparkly iridescent
cushions and glittering trinkets.
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Frosty Christmas

{This page}
An ice white Christmas living room is
bold and dramatic with flashes of silver
and blue glass baubles.

Set the Scene

{This page}
Make your table setting stand out by
adding a touch of sparkle with a cracker
and tree decoration.
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{Blue icicle bauble}

{Glitter tree light ornament}

{White wooden star decoration}

{Christmas tree snow globe}

{White glitter house candle}

{Nordic blue mug stack}

{Silver zigzag foldout paper star}

{White & blue house bauble}

{Polar bear snow globe ornament}

{Christmas tree candle holder}

{White feather glass heart bauble}

{Snow filled glass lights}
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{Reindeer candle holder}

{Painted polar bear hanging decoration}

{Nativity scene candle holder}

{Christmas tree glass bauble}

{Cutout town ornament}

{Blue & silver glitter bauble wreath}

Health
& Beauty
gifts
{Orange Tree plant pot set}

{Orange Tree weekend bag}

{Beauty Boutique rose oil diffuser}

{Orange Tree lantern giftset}

{The Pampery bath treat cracker}

{Made with Love mini tin set}

{Made with Love ear muff set}

{Beauty Boutique photo frame gift set}

{Made with Love dog mug gift set}

{Make Me Up professional brush
8 piece set}

{Make Me Up calendar cube}
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{Beauty Boutique luxury gift tin}

{The Pampery treat hat box}

{The Pampery bathtime trio}

{Make Me Up contour wedge box}

{My own homemade lavender milk bath}

{Mens record player wash set}

george
home Toy
shop
{Dolls house opened}

{Dolls house}

{Carry along hospital}

{Flash plush}

{Carry along school}

{Kitchen}

{Wooden toy train set}

{Kitchen with Laundry}
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